The next time one of your athletes is injured, don’t procrastinate! Don’t get sucked into the future and start thinking about what you’re going to do when “things” calm down and the area has a “chance” to heal. Instead, remain in the “now” and intently focus on what you are going to presently do to prevent further loss. Commit to preventing the death or atrophy of all otherwise perfectly healthy cells that were not involved in the initial trauma. Re-read everything you have ever learned about how to maintain or increase musculoskeletal mass and vascular/lymphatic circulation and the causes and ills of disuse atrophy and fluid stagnation (swelling). Then turn that knowledge into action and prevent all unnecessary loss in and around the damaged area.

**ARE YOU A “TISSUE PRESERVATIONIST?”**

We now have hundreds of case reports from “tissue preservationists” (physicians, physical therapists, and athletic trainers with whom we work) stating that remaining in the “now” produces full recovery in less than half the time once believed “normal.”

The math is basic: if you prevent otherwise perfectly healthy tissue that was not involved in the initial “trauma” from suffocating and dying from congestion (swelling) and/or atrophying from disuse, it will take less time to “recover”. In sum: it is much easier to preserve tissue today than it is to regenerate it tomorrow ... So, don’t procrastinate!

**REMAIN IN THE “NOW”**

Other than those whom Gary’s father called “knuckleheads,” sportspeople generally do a good job of getting the fixable fixed and avoiding activities that cause additional harm. Yet, when it comes to disuse and fluid stagnation, most athletes – inexplicably – passively watch the damaged area swell and turn various shades of purple, green, and yellow as perfectly healthy tissue needlessly dies and/or wastes away! Some even post pictures on Facebook so their “friends” can see how bad it looks. Good grief!

“Having worked with many professional and high-level athletes over the years, I have learned the following. For optimal and speedy recovery, athletes must maintain overall fitness while the injury heals. Also, preventing unnecessary muscle atrophy and/or tissue damage is critical in the optimal recovery process. These important considerations should not be an afterthought, but rather primary goals, every bit as important as managing the actual injury.” – Nicholas A. DiNubile, MD
The Emerging Science of “Tissue Preservation”

Although it is still an unofficial society, the number of sports-medicine clinicians specializing in the rapidly emerging field of tissue preservation — we respectfully call them “tissue preservationists” – is significant. So, what is a tissue preservationist? A clinician who specializes in preventing further loss post-trauma (surgically or otherwise), in contrast to clinicians who focus on tissue regeneration and functional restoration (e.g. musculoskeletal rehabilitation).

Tissue preservationists are not “anti-rehab” and certainly appreciate and understand the tissue regeneration and functional restoration processes (indeed all of the tissue preservationists whom we personally know are highly skilled in the field of musculoskeletal rehabilitation), but they simply choose to prevent unnecessary loss and thereby eliminate the need for subsequent tissue regeneration and related functional rehabilitation.

It is noteworthy to mention that this emerging science not only gets athletes back in the game sooner, it is significantly less expensive to administer, and, by design, it is drug-free!
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